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Announcements 

There might be a few spaces 
left in the 2-day Huck Lace 
Workshop hosted by Peace 
Arch Weavers and Spinners 

May 23 and 24. 

A workshop draft will be 
supplied to each participant 
and participants will bring 

their own looms and 
materials, and dress their 

looms beforehand.  
Cost: $80. 

For information contact  
Joan Rosin at jrosin@shaw.ca  
or telephone 604 427 1380 

Charlotte Kwan, of Maiwa  
Gibsons Public Art Gallery 

June 9 
Free Admission 

This event is made possible 
by funds raised by the 

donation trunk at 
Fibreworks Gallery

When Carole James… 
was engaged for a short residency at 
the Fibreworks yurts, the time 
i n c l u d e d a M o n d a y w h e n 
Fibreworks was closed, a Monday 
that coincided with the scheduled 
April guild meeting … so Alexis of 
Fibreworks seized the opportunity 
to have her give a presentation to 
the Guild.  
Carole learned to knit and crochet at 
school in Germany before her 
family emigrated to Canada. She re-
connected with fibre arts as an adult 
while qualifying as a nurse, and had 
just taught herself finger knitting 
before she and her husband moved 
to Winnipeg, right after a wrenching 
nurses strike there. It wasn’t the 
time to resume a career in nursing, 
so she volunteered at the Batoche 
Days Metis festival and found 
herself learning finger weaving to 
make traditional Metis sashes. 
Subsequently some people involved 
in military history approached her to 
make replicas of traditional military 
sashes which were made using 
sprang, a kind of finger weaving 
where warp cords are interlaced 

You can’t see the person but 
you can see the work and she 
would tell us that is what 
matters. Both the vest and the 
leggings are made with sprang 
techniques.
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Buy and Sell 

Treadle Table 

and 
indian Head Spinner 

$150 

Contact Susan Morris 

susanpmorris1@gmail.com
or

telephone 604 886 0373

while held fixed at both ends She went on to discover that sprang is 
humanity’s oldest textile technique—the earliest known textiles are 
worked in sprang. It has been independently invented in different 
civilizations, and according to Peter Collingwood, is the optimal 
technique to make garments for the human body. It can be dense or 
open, lends itself to various patterns, but its most striking 
characteristic is that it is always stretchy. Very stretchy.  
Carole continued researching and experimenting with sprang. In 
2012 she donated a replica of a sash that had been given to George 
Washington to a museum featuring him. As she said in a video, she 
had been looking for someone to teach her how to do sprang, and 
since it has become an almost-lost art since the industrial revolution, 
she took the original sash as her teacher. By analyzing it and 
experimenting on a replica, it taught her a great deal.  

Now Carole consults on historic textiles with museums all over the 
world. Is an artifact sprang? Can it be replicated?

This shirt is a replica Carole 
m a d e o f o n e m a d e b y 
indigenous people in Arizona 
around 1100 AD. in her book 
Sprang Unsprung, Carole states 
that evidence of similar textiles 
has been found in the same area 
dating back to 1200 BC. 

Alexis is soliciting expressions 
of interest for a workshop by 
Carole sometime soon  … need 
more be said? 

mailto:susanpmorris1@gmail.com
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Muriel showed what can be done dyeing with Black 
Hollyhock: 

Peg took a workshop on felting and showed us her 
vest in progress: 

At the April Meeting 
we saw the evidence we have come to expect of 
the diligence and creativity of our colleagues: 

Trish displayed her bags for fleece and yarn 
storage: 

breathable, waterproof, insect-proof with the right 
closure, made of Ty-par which is available in 9’ 
wide rolls from Gibsons Building Supply, and 
which might be had for free from building sites if 
one asks politely—pallet-loads of lumber come 
wrapped in it. 

Marie-Claire showed some outstanding spinning: 
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With Mary Bentley of our guild and Alexis of 
Fibreworks, they held a ‘Skill with Twill’ 
workshop on May 1 and 2 … 

The Weavers’ Circle is expanding its horizons … 

where they hoped to 
learn to produce 
work like this … 

It took serious concentration 

and consultation with classmates, but 
eventually they were able to …
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technique.  If you are one of the many of us who 
were smitten with her fingerwoven sashes and bags, 
check out our brand new book Finger Weaving 
Untangled which again, is an excellent beginners 
guide.   

Coincidently, our newest 
(March/April ’19) edition 
of IW Handwoven 
carries an article by Carol 
on Fingerweaving, with 
the subtext “From the 
First Nations to the 
French, fingerweaving 
holds a special place in 
the history of Canada”. 
I’d like to briefly mention 
other new additions to the 

Library this month:  two of the very early editions of 
PLY magazine have been donated, each one 
chockfull of practical articles.  And, we now have a 
dvd entitled Sit and Spin by Jacey Boggs for those 
of you who love to experiment with art yarns. 

— Jana 

The Book Corner 
 Along with other Guild members, I found Carol 
James’ presentation of sprang at the April 1st 
meeting fascinating, so I was grateful to have 
room in our Library budget to purchase her dvd 
which covers the complete lesson plan to get 
started in sprang weaving.  Look for 
Introduction to Sprang in our DVD section.   

Carol also gave a brief glimpse into the 
development of Finger Weaving and its important 
role in Canadian Quebeçois and Metis history, 
though she did not have time to demostrate the 

… produce some very promising results!
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